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BUFFOON
July 1977

Forty Cents

TONZ' DIES
OF CANCER
Actor Succumbs
At Age 31
NEW YORK - Henry Wink
ler, who captured the hearts
of millions with his portrayal
of Arthur Fonzarelly, the "Fonz"
on the ABC-TV series "Happy
Days," died today in a New
York hospital, the victim of
thumb cancer.
The 31 year-old actor, who
was in New York during a
break in the filming of "Gor
geous George," passed away
at 5:22 this morming at a
private clinic in Manhattan's
fashionable upper West Side.
His parents, Use and Harry
Winkler, and his long-time com
panion, Stacy Weitzman, were
at his bedside.
A spokesman for the be
reaved family said the Winklers had known of their son's
illness since last year, but had
abided by the star's wishes
that his deteriorating condition
be kept a secret. When it
appeared Winkler was going
to that "big malt shop in the
sky," Ms. Weitzman was noti
fied at her home in Los An
geles and flew immediately to
the actor's bedside.
Born in New York City, the
only son of well-to-do German
parents who fled Hitler in 1939
to come to the U.S., Henry
attended private school, stu
died liberal arts at Boston's
Emerson College and earned
his Master's Degree in Drama
from Yale. After acting on the
New York stage for 3 years

Henry Winkler
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Most young couples don't realize the expense marrieds in your community? You may be
Involved in putting together a first-class wedding dining on champagne and caviar today baby, but
ceremony. There are innumerable parties to be look out, there's beans and weenies just over the
catered, persons to be contacted, and next rise.
arrangements to be finalized, any one of which
can lead you down the path of financial ruin.
The simple fact is, that you don't need a big
Why force your loved ones into debtor's prison wedding to show the rest of the world that you
just so you and your bethrothed will be able to really care for another. A plain, unobtrusive
make a big splash among the fashionable young ceremony will suffice, and at the same time,

leave you with a little nest egg to start out on
your great new adventure together.
Here are a few tips to help get you started.
Don't be bashful. If you can think of any otherunique "cost-cutters" hereand there, forge right
ahead; give them a try. You may be pleasantly
surprised at how resourceful you can be when
you're working with a small budget allowance.

The Engagement Announcement
Announce the engagement as soon as possible.
If the proposal took place in your favorite
watering hole, ask the bartender on duty to get
the attention of the crowd. If you're on a city bus
for example, go quietly to the front of the coach
and ask the driver to get on the intercom and
make the glad news available to all passengers,
both colored and white. Wherever you are, try to
obtain the fastest means of communication

possible, like the public address system at a
softball game or the loudspeaker at the drive-in
movie.

Newspaper coverage should be your first
priority; the others are merely icing on the
proverbial cake.

The second step in the announcement process
is making the engagement accessable to the
news media. Do you know anyone employed by
the local newspaper, television or radio station?
If so, contact them the next working day.

Also make it a point to spread it thick at your
favorite bars and other places where your
friends congregate, such as rock concerts, adult
movies and theatres where foreign films are
shown.

The Engagement Party
The engagement party is the occasion at which
you can assure your very closest friends that the
event is actually going to take place. As this is
your first formal appearance together, both the
prospective bride and groom should plan to
attend. To economize on invitations, print them
by hand for that personal touch and deliver them
on foot or by bicycle. If time is short, enlist some
of the neighborhood kids for their help. This will
saveyou both time and money, as they usually
work cheap. Remember, a pitcher of cold
lemonade only costs 47 cents.
The engagement party may be tailored to fit
even the tightest purse strings. Snacks may take
the shape of finger sandwiches prepared from
packets of luncheon spread, cream cheese on
white crackers, or any number of festive ways to
make the occasion linger in the minds of the
guests but not weigh heavily on your pocketbook.
Weenies are an excellent selection for the entree,
as all is needed are a few packages of thrift buns,
some mustard, weiners and a couple bags of
chips. Making the party a BYOB is advisable if Transportation need be no problem. Pack the wife and baby and leave the driving to the
you are really working on a tight budget.
MATA.

Four to Twelve Months Be fore The Wedding
You must determine a feasible budget. Don't
get in over your head and end up owing more
than the marriage isactually worth. An informal
ceremony in your apartment or mobile home is
much more economical than a large church
wedding, as most churches now charge a flat
rate plus a 15 per cent surcharge for all guests
over a predetermined number. Also union scale
for a medium-sized ceremony complete with
clery fees, choir and floral arrangements can
run into the thousands of dollars.
Set the date and locate a clergyman who will
work cheap and keep his mouth shut about his
fee. Plan the reception. Catering by a fast-food
chain is now both fashionable and acceptable in
most circles. The Krystal has an excellent
caterer's guide which is available free of charge
at most Krystal restaurants. For just a few
dollars more, you can probably coax your local
health food store into catering the reception, in
the event there are a majority of guests who
would feel more at home around platters of
sprout canapes, pitchers of soy pak herb tea and
other invigorating delicacies. Also, begin saving,
whenever possible, those plastic eating utensils,
styrofoam plates and packages of condiments
you have left over when you dine out at Colonel

Sanders and McDonalds. These will cut down on come in an array of pastel colors to compliment
your costs considerably.
even the most hard-to-match wedding attire.
Carefully decide which friends you wish to use
Select a photographer. Surely you have friends
as attendants in the wedding. Remember, true who are camera bugs. Check with your confriendship is one thing which cannot be bought or nectiohs around town and find someone who will
sold. Be careful not to injure a relationship do the wedding shots at a more reasonable price
which you could probably use to your advantage that most commercial photographers. We be
in the near future. Be selective, but over all, look you'd even be pleasantly surprised at the quality
out for ole' number one.
of Polaroid's new SX-70 instant camera, and
Both the birde and groom should make a list of
remember, don't rule out th possibility of blac
all those who should receive invitations. Word of and white shots.
mouth and the social grapevine will probably
Select your floral arrangements. Consult your
take care of the locals, but have a few printed up local botanist on what is growing wild in y°"
for those out-of-town friends who might possibly area at the time of the ceremony. Perhaps
skip a day of work for the big event.
neighborhood kids can scour their backyards
Select your wedding gown and accessories. late-summer varieties of jimson or other rea y
Traditionally, the birde has spent lavish sums on to-plusk floral that are often overlooked oy
ensembles that have never been worn again. By commercial florists. If this idea doesn't appe
checking your local thrift outlets, such as Woolco to you, consider the possibility of gatherjjja
and Shainberg's, you can purchase a gown that houseplants from your friends to decorate
will both suit the occasion and not cost your wedding hall. Better still, plan to have T
husband an arm and a leg. Be choosy. Don't ceremony out-of-doors, which will eliminate
settle for a polyester just because it looks good problems of
floral arrangements.
y
and can be washed and hung out to drip dry
The musical portion of the wedding cere
Look for a garment that can be worn again and
is very important, as it sets the tone to
again if the need arsises. And here's an idea'
proceedings. If you live in a city with a ia
Thongs are popular once again this season and
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FOUR TO TWELVE MONTHS BEFORE THE WEDDING—
number of resident musicians, such as L. A.,
New York, Austin, Texas, Nashville or Mem
phis, there are probably dozens of musicallyinclined friends who will be more than willing to
lend you a hand. If unemployment is high in your
area however, there is a chance that none of
them will offer to entertain for free. If this is the
case, try a new twist by playing records by Paul
Anka, Burt Bacharach or The Carpenters. If you

select your must discreetly, the majority of your
invited guests will not even notice that the music
is recorded. Just be sure to have a skilled hand at
the controls of the phonograph so as not to allow
the wrong 45 on the turntable at a crucial point in
the proceedings.
Select your home furnishings. Stay away from
the more expensive department stores, like
Donald's Furniture World and Railroad Salvage,

unless of course they're having a sale. Check the
yellow pages for your thrift and fire sale stores.
They sometimes have incredible deals on
slightly damaged and "hard to move" items that
can be yours for a mere fraction of the cost of
new furniture. Used pieces can also give that
new home of yours that "lived in" look that is
simply not possible with items delivered direct
from the factory.

Three Months Before The Wedding
Order the invitations. As mentioned before,
don't invite just anyone. Start with a general
listing and whittle it down to a handful of persons
that you consider essential. A nearby "quick
print" shop, such as Clarke's, will be able to
print ail the invitations you'll need in a matter of
minutes. Remember, the idea is to complete the
task as quickly and economically as possible.
Even the most discriminating guest will soon
forget how crummy the invitations appeared
after about the third highball at the wedding
reception.
Finalize your plans for the honeymoon.
Although the honeymoon at one time was
recognized as the consummation of the wedding
ceremony itself, such is not the case today. Over
95 per cent of all young newlyweds have been
"married" in the eyes of the Lord" usually
months or even years before the wedding. The
honeymoon isnow is now considered more of an
"I.O.U." to the wedding tradition than an event
of significant value. Therefore, we feel it unwise
to spend a large sum of money for a week at
some expensive "young lover's" pad in the
Poconos, or seven sun-drenched daysin the
Bahamas. You do want to be alone, granted.
Why not select a low-cost motel in town and kick
up your heels for a day or two? It shouldn't cost
more than $20 or $30, and we guarantee you'll get
just as much enjoyment out of it as you would
with any of those so-called luxury vacations.
In Memphis, we suggest the Alamo Plaza
Motel at 2862 Summer Ave. or the Rebel Inn on
Lamar.

Who needs Niagara Falls or Nassau when a dee n, comfortable motel is wilhin walking
distance of the church? You can get a discount at the Alamo Plaza by asking for
Take a close look at the housing market in your
locality. Be sure you keep a tight rein on your
checkbook, as many newlyweds tend to
overextend themselves in this area and wind up
hopelessly in debt to the bank. If you know
someone in this particular situation, you might
take advantage of his bad fortune and offer to
buy his home out from under him at a greatly
reduced rate. If not, there are several good
bargains to be found in the mobile home field,
more established hotelsin town. Many will rent
to transients by the month, or even by the week if
your pocketbook is small. Surely one of these
alternatives will eliminate the "move in now,
pay later" syndrome that puts the pinch on so
many unwitting couples.
SHOP FOR YOUR
TROUSSEAU.
Here again, check the grapevine for hard-luck
stories that you may profit from. If you're lucky,
perhaps one of your friends will have suffered a
broken engagement and will offer to sell you her
outfits cheap just to forget the whole rotten
experience. If you must purchase your w-rdrobe,
go with the discount shops or wait for a K-Mart
"Doorbuster" sale. They have a fine line of
discounted items that may be yours for a song.
Also, an established Jewish merchant located in
a predominantly black neighborhood may be of
some help in this department. Use your
imagination.
PLAN A VISIT TO YOUR
PERSONAL PHYSICIAN.

inopportune moment during the honeymoon.
These include the obvious social disease, such as
syphillis, gonorrhea, scablies, body lice, excema, psoriasis, hemorrhoids, vaginal warts or
other trouble-makers. Remember, an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure.
DECIDE ON THE GIFTS for your attendants. A
pat on the back, a warm thank you and a sixpack of beer should do the trick. If this fails,
press a little loosechange into their palm and tell
them there's no more where that came from, but
you'll catch them later. This is known as the
"hotel bellman" trick in most circles or the old
"I just got in from Costa Rica and don't have any
American currency" gag, which is guaranteed
to dampen anyone's spirits.
SELECT THE WEDDING RING. There are
oodles of cut-rate places to get a good deal on
rings. Try the nearest pawn shop, or better still,
frequent the local lounges and see if you can
locate one of those "traveling jewelers" who will
gladly display his wares with the aid of a
penlight flashlight. If your pennies are really
tight, have one of your more creative friends
fashion his and her matching bands from some
type of inexpensive stone. Hopefully, he will not
charge you for his services. On the other hand, if
he becomes indignant, use the old "hotel
bellman" trick or tell him he is welcome to help
himself to anything in your medicine cabinet.
Lie and explain that your husband-to-be is a
registered pharmicist.
THE MARRIAGE LICENSE

Or better still, drive a few extra blocks to one
of those federally-funded clinics. You'll most
likely have to stand in line, but the financial
rewards will be justified. Check with the doctor
for signs of any potentially embarassing
diseases that may rear their ugly heads at an

Although it is rather inexpensive, there is a
simple yet effective method of circumventing
this to annoying charge. Carry your checkbook
with you when you go downtown. Even though
your current balance reads $3.03, ask if you may

Seed-Juice Bar,
Foods Store Announces
WITH THIS AD

10%OFF 20% OFF
ALL NON-PREPARED FOODS
SUCH AS:

Overton Park #

Buffoon

THREE MONTHS BEFORE THE WEDDING
..
. . _
..
|wil1 send you threatening notices that may handled by computer and can be ignored until
T
ifiif xu [
amount of the license and frighten your spouse, but nonetheless carry no the statute of limitations runs out. Trust me.
fees. When the check is returned to you, the city | authority whatsoever. All such mailing are now

One Month Before The Wedding —
HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED. There is no
better place to save a buck than your local
beauty or barber college. These hard-working
students will cater to your every whim, as they
need the grades to graduate. You can usually
count on getting a good cut, as each student is in
tune with the latest in hairstyling, all the way
from the popular Farrah Fawcett look to the
David Soul and Sonny Bono cuts. Although it is
not as vital toyour well being as it would be were
you at a dental college, take a friend along to
watch the procedure so you don't end up with a
David Carradine or Mia Farrow cut. Another
good feature of the school is their long-standing
policy against tipping.
ATTEND PARTIES IN YOUR HONOR. If you
promote the bigevent as though it were the event
of the season, rather than the pitiful exhibition
you know it will be, there are likely to be more
parties than you can shake a stick at. Tupperware parties are especially advantageous, as
miscellaneous household items may be collected
for that new trailer of yours. And we all know the
importance of showers. Presents, presents,
presents! Just for fun, see how many party ideas
you can come up with! How about a "Husband's
Impotent" party, or a "Everything I've Got on
Underneath is Kid Leather" party? Be
resourceful. Remember, party-goers tend to feel
embarrassed if they are extended personal in
vitations to a matrimonial function and fail to
bring a gift. Play on this particular weakness
and you will be richly rewarded.
HAVE THE FINAL FITTING FOR YOUR
WEDDING GOWN. If you were not successful
browsing at the various bargain outlets we
mentioned earlier, select a moderately-priced
material at a fabric or remnant center and have
someone in the family make the gown for you. If
no one in the immediate family is familiar with
the work you need done, find someone through
the Goodwill Organization. They will do a
commendable job and work cheap as they are
desperate. Don't find yourself feeling guilty
because they are handicapped. If they ask for
minimum wage, try and "jew" them down to a
lower fee by ridiculing their work in front of
friends. Chances are you'll get the price you're
looking for.
ORDER THE WEDDING CAKE. Afraid to try
a daring new approach to the tired old
traditions? Don't be. Young couples all over
America are discarding the old methods and
inventing exciting new wedding ideas that would
have shocked their parents thirty years ago. For
example, why should you pay good money for
one of those dry, expensive white cakes with the
gooey icing that everyone despises? Why not try
individual servings of twinkies, sno balls or king
dons that guest can munch on at the reception or
carry home as a reminder of the special oc
casion? Even your Aunt Hilda, who hates
sweets, will be able to choose a flavor pastry to
suit her palate.Contact the people at the Wonder
Bread Company and find out if they will provide
the cakes freeof charge asa promotional device.
It's always worth a try. Talk to someone in the
public relations department.
ARRANGE
DETAILS
FOR
THE
REHEARSAL DINNER. Why should you ac
comodate a bunch of freeloaders who expect you
to wine and dine them on foods they themselves
could never afford? Who;s kidding whom? Such
events are stuffy and extremely boring anyway.
Since they are guests in your home, treat them to
the same fare that you and your betrothed dine

Happy budget couple indulge in the traditional cake-cutting, substituting a selection
of Hostess cakes, By Wonder Bakeries.

BRIDAL LOVE DOLLS
From MATTEL

These life-size dollsare perfect for the manwho wants the feel of
a real marriagepartner, but hasn't got the time or the stomach to
put up withfeminine complaintslike "You don't love me anymore"
and "You treatmy mother likea piece of deadsalmon."
Emotionally stable, reliable, these dolls will allow you to go out
drinking with the fellas and never once complain about the sordid
details of their married life.

"••••"Washable, extremely easy to
handle, Annie comes complete with AA
batteries and control switch.

Now Only
J

*29*

II
IBuilt to please, Bridget will
accomodate
your
every
whim.

Special

Carrie..

$39*

the features of Bridget &
Annie, plus the new pulsating electronic
palm! Catalogue available on request.

«Life-Size
Soft, Flexable
Ready For

Buffoon
ONE MONTH BEFORE THE WEDDING
on during the week. Whether it be red beans and plan the luncheon accordingly. A rounded ser
rice, tater tots, fried Spam and lima beans, or ving of cottage cheese complimented by canned
Chili Fixins' and iced tea, the importance of the peach or tomato wedges on leaf lettuce will
event will overshadow any lasting impressions provide for a table both pleasing to the eye and
that might be formed by the quality of the food. gentle to the waistline. If this is more than you
had planned for, request that the girls each bring
a box lunch of their own choosing. This way, you
THE BRIDESMAID'S LUNCHEON. Here may tell them you have already eaten, and
again is another chance to carve the "fat" off proceed to nibble off whatever they have to offer
your budget by economizing. Keep in mind that in the way of sandwiches and chips.
MAKE A CHECK OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD.
your bridesmaids are all weight-conscious and

Search through your possessions for any
romantic memoorabilia. Build a small fire and
burn all old love letters, stuffed dogs, and faded
photographs, as they will surely destroy the new
relationship in its initial stages. Dried orchids,
used rubbers and nude snapshots are definitely
not the kind of paraphanelia you want hubby to
stumble across while rummaging around trying
to find a clean pair of jockey shorts. Destroy all
evidence of your torrid past. It can only lead to
heartbreak.

One Week Before The Wedding
RECORD EACH GIFT YOU RECEIVE. This
practice will enable you to carefully screen
prospective pidgeons should you ever have to hit
one of them up for a quick loan. This list will also
come in handy during the Christmas season as a
preventive measure. You don't want to get
caught sending one of your unwanted wedding
gifts back to its prospective owner!
HOW TO HANDLE TRAFFIC, and parking at
the wedding. If you do plan an informal home
wedding, arrange to have a few of your more
unscrupulous neighbors provide valet parking
for guests at a charge of say,one dollar, with a 60
per cent kickback to you on the front end. This
will help defray the reception expenses. Explain
to your guests that the money collected is is
earmarked for the Save the Baby Seal Fund in
Canada. You'll find most people reluctant to
argue if you approach the situation from an
ecological standpoint.
SEATING PLAN FOR THE RECEPTION. If
you plan to have a bride's table at the reception,
write out place cards. An easy way to solve the
protocol problem is to give a stand-up, free-tomingle reception. This way, wedding guests can
cluster together in any combination that they
choose. A word of caution is in order however, if
your guest list includes any homos. You KNOW
how chummy they can be when they get in
groups. Also, if you have invited any token
minotiry representatives, there's an outside
chance that no one will want to mingle with himher. Keep all these angles in mind and you
should have no problems. Also, if If you do
decide to use the place card system, go down to
your local drugstore and buy a packet of those
inexpensive index cards and a felt tip pen. The
cards may be folded with the blue lines inside,
and the pens are available in a rainbow of colors
to suit your particular taste.

Who besides the idle rich can afford an English Governess for the kids? Hire a black nanny
and watch your savings multiply.
THE NAME CHANGE. Depending on the type
foundation upon which your marriage is to be
based, you may wish to wait a few months and
give the relationship a chance to gel. If, after an
adequate incubation period, you feel confidenf
that it will last a year or two then, and only then,
should you file the necessary papers to take your
husband's name as you own. Of course,

nowadays, it is quite acceptable to retain your
maiden name or even hyphenate the two names
like Farrah Fawcett-Majors. Obviously, the
hyphenation process could prove to be em
barrassing in some situations. For example, if
Roy Weiner married Lena Roast. Wes Bend and
Betty Dover. Use your judgement. Good luck,
couples!

The New

SENTRY

Portable V.D. scanner.

The fastest, easiest, most accurate method
of determining if your date has gonorrhea
or other infectious diseases.
$4988

Batteries not included.

Introductory Offer
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Ray Back In Prison

?y Time Star Guide
Ken Becomes Organ Donor
To Prove His Love For Cathy
MY CLONES Winona showed up
drunk in the company of a midget at the
Shapiro's garden party. After an argument
with Greg, Stephanie threw her pills into the
Sears trash compactor. Little Stacey Kellerman shows signs of recovering from her
recent frontal labotomy. Randy ran away
with a rock 'n roll band after his mother
accused him of selling dope to the neighbor
hood children. Alice admitted to Margaret
that she had been having wet dreams about
her father. Janie found a Nazi handbook
among her Mom's recipe booklets and
turned her in to the Police. Jill came home
from a P.T.A. meeting and found Oscar
in the bathroom with their daughter's pan
ties on his head.
f°« »-0VE OR MONEY Jackie complained
to Mildred of abdominal pains and she be
came suspicious of his extracurricular activi
ties. Jean's daughter OD'd on dramamine
and had to be hospitalized. After visiting the
handsome new parrish priest, Susie decided
to file for divorce on grounds of mental
desertion. Aunt Jenny discovered Shirley
playing "doctor" with the cleaning woman's
daughter. Eileen decided against posing nude
for the students at the art academy after
learning their instructor was a lesbian.
GLOBAL VILLAGE David agreed to drop
charges against Bill for stealing his color
TV in exchange for a blow-job from Bill's
wife. Ken became an organ doner to prove
his love for Cathy. Renee told Richard she
liked him very much, but can't go all the
way until her scabies clears up. During a

heated argument, Marilyn told Alan that little
Scott wasn't his child. Angie's mother drop
ped in unexpectedly from Tupelo and found
all Charles' dirty socks under the bed. Mary
Ann learned that she was illegitimate and
downed a whole bottle of MD 20-20.
THE YOUNG AND THE THOUGHTLESS
Paulette returned to work from her vacation
and found that Pat had stolen her wet naps
out of her desk. Jerry told Jill that John
wasn't aware of his and Jenny's weekend
trip. Bunny was released from prison and
moved into Bernard's apartment against
Brenda's warning that he was no good.
Tommy told Ted to either stay out. of
Tina's pants or he would have to be fitted
for cement sneakers. Janice found Joann's
love diary and read it out loud to everyone
in her 4th period gym class. Rita asked
Rudy to explain what he had meant when
he told Richard that she was "face material."
Priscilla stepped in a pile of dog puke in
front of the health food store just as Paul
Peterson pulled in to park. Larry Mitchell
tried to kill himself by swallowing a 4 oz.
bottle of Midol tablets. Helen's son, Hymie,
baked his new puppy in the radar range
and fed the meat to the neighborhood
children. Dee jumped out of a 10th story
window in the Dermon Building but only
bruised the balls of her feet. Jim was told
he has cancer but still insists on taking
the wife and kids to Hot Springs. Carla
admitted to taping her tennage sister's ex
periences with Tommy on a cheap cassette
player. Nick ran an ad in an off-beat news
paper for a live-in maid to give him hickeys
so the guys at the office will not think
he's queer. Helen submitted to Stan's wish
es that she dress up like a sailor and beat
him with wet celery stalke until he passed

After Daring Escape
PETROS, TN - James Earl Ray
convicted assassin of Dr. Mar
tin Luther king, Jr., is back
within the confines of Brushy
Mountain State Prison after a
desperate 54-hour flight for
freedom.
Ray was apprehended by
State Corrections officers at
a rifle range inside the new
Brushy Mountain Gun Club,
practicing for what law en
forcement officials say was to
be an attempt on the life of
another prominent black leader.
Surprised by a pair of spe
cially-trained bloodhounds led
by officer Billy Joe Green, Ray
surrendered peaceably, asking
only if he might get a raincheck for the remaining half
hour of practice time he had
purchased from the facility.
Ray's undoing proved to be
his rental of the gun and
shells under the name "Eric
S. Gait", an alias
which
caught the eye of an emplo
yee of the exclusive club. Au
thorities were called to the
scene and arrested the fugi
tive, thus ending the 4-day
saga which began after a dar
ing escape from the maximum
security prison by Ray and five
other inmates on the evening
of June 11.
Ray's intentions at the club
can only be surmised, although
sources within the prison com
munity have indicated that he

James Earl Ray
had bragged to fellow priso
ners that he was going to
"kill me another nigra", pos
sibly U.N. Ambassador An
drew Young, who ironically,
was with Dr. King on the bal
cony of the Lorraine Motel
April 4, 1968, when a single
shot felled the civil rights leader.
Contacted by reporters in
London, Young refused to
comment on speculation that
he was at the top of Ray's
"hit list." Security around the
first black ambassador to the
U.N. has been tightened after
the news of the supposed
threat surfaced in Wednes
day's edition of the Washing
ton Post.
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High Fashion
For The Lifeless
Many High fashion models, wish
ing to earn their phemomenal in
comes even after an untimely de
mise have signed on with the
William R. Mortis Agency. These
morticians represent the cream of
the latest fallen crop of deceased
talent. Just ask their relatives.

Miss Charlotte Apple of Racine, Wisconsin. "The death of Mary
Alice was a very traumatic experience for the entire Apple family.
.You see, none of us could stand the girl. She was always
a?! 9 tad to° Perfect- Well, William Mortis took care of that,
Although, she still turns heads on 5th Avenue, we have stiPulated that she cannot be displayed without the worlds' largest
embalmed salamander clutched against her left bosom. Reaps
many bucks, and lots of yucks. A family joke that paid off."

Senorita Maria Sanchez. "Consuelo's ugly and untimely departure
left us no choice. It was either cut off the water or cut down
on the burial expense. The Mortis Agency came to our res
cue "muy pronto." Now, not only have we moved to a fas
hionable penthouse, but, have the benefit of viewing Consuelo's
remains daily in the windows of Saks 5th Ave. Muy bien!"

The fifth grade at P.S. 134. "When Miss Lamont was murdered
on the third floor, well, we felt kinda bad since it was Miss
Johnson we were going for. Thanks to Mortis, we now have
a perpetual hall, restroom, and lunchroom monitor that can put
up with our childish pranks without squealing. Nice."
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Uncle Johnnie
Talks To Pre-Teens
• By Uncle Johnnie Himmler •
Question (Witheld by request)
Lisa Hart, age 8.
Answer - Well, Lisa, I advise
you to purchase my illustrated
pamphlet. Uncle Johnny re
veals the long and the short
of it. Printed in Bold type.
$3.50 plus tax.
• • •
You know kids, it disturbs me
to thing that many of you are
afraid to share just what ex
actly your personal problems
are with my many adult read
ers. I do depend on my sub
scribers and they just will not
put up with "Question with
held by request." They crave

Galiffa

the truth. Believe me kids, I
think these questions are su
perb, they're cute, frank, and
very stimulating. Won't you
give me permission to print
these questions? I would hate
to print those pictures. Really.
• • •
Question (Withheld by request)
Todd Armstrong III, age 10.
Answer - A yardstick would
not be of sufficient length.
What is required is a tape
measure and your sister for
best results. Good luck. What
a good question. The answer
to the second part of your
question is simply, the nose.

Uncle Johnnie's Keyhole Photo Journalism
by Uncle Johnny Himmler

The following pictures have
been submitted by super snoo
per (infant to 8 yr. old) lads
who have an eye for cheese
cake and a nose for news.
Won't you join them in this
fascinating and profitable pro
fession? Uncle Johnny will pay
you five cents for any picture
printed in this magazine. Please
send all pictures c/o The Buf
foon, Attn. J. Buck Alexander
as he likes to keep the hot
ones for himself.

Injury specialist Raoul Barnes
(age 6) sent Uncle Johnny a
photo study of his neighbor,
whom he observed (using a
Brownie Instamatic) to be ban
daged in some bizarre fashion.
Raoul promises to be around
when the bandages come off.
That will be worth a dime
to the editor and a free roll
of film for the plucky inves
tigative lad.

Eight year-old Todd Armstrong
scored this nice bit of cheese
cake when he noticed a tick
crawling up his Aunt Sally's
leg. The Markings of a real
pro.

Condition Kept Secret

NOSTALGIA, WHO NEEDS IT?
There's been a lot of talk and revival lately aboutthegood ole
days of bygone eras. People seem to think that anything Old is
something classic. Classical clothing is well stocked
everywhere, old dances and backgammon arealso seeing new
;evivals." We at Superheads believe that the past has
contributed many good things tor the present for it Is the
knowledge and trends from the past that make'today soutterly
glorious. However, we prefer not to wallow in old-fashioned
sentiments and thus weare very muchdedicated to thepresent.
Our look is a stylish look for theseventies. We prefer tocapture
the aura of today and also have a concerned outlook for the
1980's. The 1970's are splendid years in which hair fashions
have changed dramatipally from the teasing styles of
yesteryear. Powerful blowdryers have replaced obsoletedrying
machines and our blowdryers are'the best on the market,
featuring maximum wattage to dry your hair quickly and
fashionably
The past was good but today and hopefully thedays tocome
are wonderful. Capture the mood of the fantastic present by
having your hair styled at Superheads.

These two pictures are good
examples of what we don't
need in this column. It is ap
parent that young Walter Horton (age 12) and I do not
see eye-to-eye on the definitive
applications of the word "cheese
cake."
After refusing to agree to her
part of the agreement, Me
lissa Doosh makes a snide re
mark to Lamont Cranston (pic
ture not shown, age 6) whose
buddy, Adrian McCarthy, age
5, snapped this disappointing
shot with a Kodak Zip. The
ingenious idea is well worth
the twentieth part of a dollar.
However, it would have been
worth even more had our new
editor (J. Buck, age 29) not
ripped out the picture of La
mont.

HAIR SALON OF THE 80 s
Now open In Gertnankrim In IttTenn. Bank building
German town
Poplar Plaza

7S4-6591

458-1233

I would like to be the first to welcome our newest editor,
Bon Vivant, man about town, and former pipe fitter for James
Earl Ray - Johnny Himmler. Ever since Dr. Frank was arrested,
the pages of the Buffoon have been oh soo lonely. Now,
with this Kraut piece of leg on the staff I don't have to
fool with that pineapple gai-koo of an editor anymore.
Its not that I don't like Jim Buck, I can't stand him. I
just think that I can show the master race a thing or two.
So, Uncle Johnny, all I have to say to you is 761-0884 any time.
Mrs. R.H. Harris of Pontotoc would like to share her recipe
for barbecued husband, with our readers.
Ingredients:
One pint peanut oil
One vat of stewed tomatoes
One apple
One quart vinegar
Three yards of leather thongs
Twenty lbs charcoal
One spouse
One match
One gallon lighter fluid
Combine oil and vinegar in vat of tomatoes. Make husband
stir. Place apple in his mouth. Secure him to spit. Liberally
coat him with sauce preparation. Set aside. Spread charcoal
evenly and douse with fluid and add match. Wait about thirty
minutes. Ask him one last time if its not what you want to
hear. Serves 25 adults and 10 children.
I would also like to thank an anonymous fan of Anita
Bryant for the lovely orange and banana center piece. It
will be perfect for my buffet luncheon I'm giving for the Gay
Activist Liberation Alliance (GALA) at the YMCA. Thanks again,,
whatever you are.

Charlemagne Johnson (1 yr.
8 mos.) snapped this candid
shot of his sister, Rachel.

and doing numerous TV com
mercials, Winkler landed minor
roles in a .couple of movies
made on the east coast, "Lords
of Flatbush" and "Crazy Joey."
Upon arriving in Hollywood
in September, 1973, he got
a couple of walk-on parts on
the Mary Tyler Moore and
Bob Newhart Shows before
he got the part of the "Fonz,"
a super-cool high school drop
out with a passion for motor
cycles, fixing cars and getting
chicks. "Happy Days" pre
miered January 14, 1974, and
is now in its 3rd year.
"Before the 1st episode of
'Happy Days," says his mo
ther, Use, "Henry kept asking
Harry and I if we thought
he would get any fan mail.
The answer was a resounding
"Yes!" Fans of all ages send
him over 3,000 letters a week,
the majority of which are writ
ten by girls in their early teens.
Ronnie Howard, Winkler's costar on the popular television
series and one of his closest
friends, had this to say about
the "Fonz." "He was one of
the warmest, most gentle hu
man beings I have ever known.
He was a marvel to work
with. When I'd get nervous
on the set, Henry always had
to patience to calm me down,
go through it with me again
and again. He'd say some
thing funny, and we'd giggle
through the next five takes.

Winkler
He was terrific. I'm going to
miss him, the entire cast is
going to miss him terribly."
Once asked by an intervie
wer as to what frightened him
the most, Winkler admitted,
"I have a lot of fears. But
fear isn'^necessarily bad. It
can be very healthy, very mo
tivating. It is an individual's
responsibility to take his own
fear and make it work for him.
Having fear is not what's cru
cial. Knowing how to deal
with it, how to relate to it,
that's what's important."
Funeral arrangements are
being withheld from the press
at this time, but it is believed
that Winkler will be buried in
New York City.

Buffoon

Jesse Winchester returned home to Memphis May 19th after a 10-Year exile in Canada which was ended by President Carter's
amnesty of Vietnam draft evaders. His near-perfect first show at The Ritz was made even more enjoyable by the quiet
attentiveness of the audience, a rare occurrence in Memphis nightclub circles.

quiches .freshbreads fricadelles. salads
soups, pastries
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36 W. 22nd St.

If s the yeast we can do.
FABIANS

open 24hours
2125 Madison
in OvertonSquare
(901)2715701

N.Y.N.Y. 10010
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News, Satire, & Report,
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Let's Talk Japanese
1 'Buck' Alexander*

Bob Londree Who?

You know what? I rearry rike Rick Dees. I mean, he was kind
enough to sponsor me in this country when everyone and his brother
was trailing me to go back to my uncrle's restaurant in Kyoto and
fry fish. I'm very gratefrul to Rick for that. Of course, it hasn't
exactry been a bed of snapdragons for either me or my famiry, start
ing a new rife in a foreign rand, shinnying up the social radder
sideways just becrause you happen to be orientral and have tiny srits
where eyes were supposed to be, trying desperatery to brand in with
your co-workers, whose habits are as strange to you as yours are to
them. I must admit, there were times when I was ready to throw up
my hands and crall it quits. But, becrause of peoprle rike Rick and my
dear wife, Judy Buck, I hung in there through the rean and ronnery times,
determined to make something of mysrelf just to prove to my American
friends that we Japanese crould do something other than manufacture
motor bikes and terevision sets.
Was it worth it? Judge for yoursrelf. When I started out with this
newspaper as copy boy and good-time Charrie in January, 1976, most
Memphians thought a Buffoon was some kind of exxagerated hairdo.
I worked hard. When I got my big break with my "Ret's Tralk Jamanese"
corumn in June of the same year, I knew I wrould go all the way to the
top. With the resignation of our editor rast month, I knew the job was
mine for the asking. As you may know, this is my first issue of the
Buffoon as editor-in-chief. Even though I have a smrall staff, (no pun
intended) I am behind each and everyone of them 1000%. Together, I
berieve we can turn this pubrication around and forge ahead into the
varrey of financrial stabrility.
My predecessor, whose previous positions incruded day roborer at the
Dairy Queen and custodian at the Trairways bus terminral, usurally divided
his working hours between the bar at Trader Dick's Truck Stop and the
prayground at St. Ruke's Episcopral Schrool. I don't know what you
crall prople rike this in United States, but in my crountry, they are
known as "poor yerrow trash". This poor guy had no guts. They probabry
drubbed all the kirrer instinct out of him in journarism crass, or wherever
he got his education. All gab and no crout. Berieve me, ferrow Buffonites,
with yours trury at the wheel of this machine, there's going to be some
changes made. Take me home, Tokyo Rose.
The first order of busihess, as far as I'm concerned, is to dreal with this
mrealy-mouthed ritttle charratan who cralls himsrelf the "Buffoon of the
Mid-South". Hey, risten, I don't need the grief. There is onry one
Buffoon, and anybody with the I.Q. of a pair of scissors knows what I'm
tralking about. Can I get a witness? I just want to testify. The very first
issue of the (Bruff Town) Buffoon was pubrished in November, 1975.
Rick Dees and his Cast of Idiots had just premiered on WMPS, Memphis
city fathers were prulling their hair out, trying to save downtown
from totral decay, Ned Cook was threatening to move his giant agri
business to another state. . . where was this BOB RANDREE in 1975?
Finishing up at the Corumbia Scrool of Broadcasting? Who is this
squatty rittle nebish anyway? Can't he hrold up his own trousers without
using our suspenders?
Never wrill your rittle nip forget the first time he heard this RANDREE
crown on the radio. At that particqlar time, he was passing himsrelf
off as the "Buffoon of Memphis", after which he wrould honk this
rittle horn to show everyone in radiorand that the show wasn't all pre
recorded. Boy, was i p.o.'d! I cralled him on the terephone, trold him who
I was and who I worked for. He said he had never heard of the paper.
I hung up the phone and made my way over to what we raughingry
referred to as our "Editor's" office. As this incident occurred just after
the Earl Butz resignation, the big tuna was imparting original Earl Butz
jokes to Bunny, who was obviousry bucking for a raise. What a pig! She
was riterrary dying even before he crould get to the punchrine. I can
see it all now.
"Hey Bun, what are the four shortest books in the English language?"
"I don't know. What are they?" "Polish Etiquette, Jewish Business Ethics,
Italian War Heroes and Negroes I Have Met While Yachting." Bunny
raughed, choked, snorted and more or ress made a frool out of hersfelf.
I could have puked. "Like that one, huh? Well listen to this. . . "
"Come on in. Buck. What's on your mind?" "Excuse me, sir, but I
was ristening to the radio. . . " "Are you on lunch break?" "Wrell,
no sir, but. . . " "Go clock out and then come back. You know how I
feel about free time." I started to do as he instructed, but decided to
stick to my guns. "Sir, I think you ought to know that they're
using our name on the radio again." "Excellent. Dees again?" "No sir.
It's this new ferrow named BOB RANDREE and he's cralling himself "The
Buffoon of Memphis." "Why, he can't do that. Bun, take a memo
to the legal department: Subject: Bob Landree. Paragraph. It has come to
my attention after prolonged study of programming on Radio Station
WHBQ, that one Bob Landree, who is employed by said station, is in
flagrant violation of U.S. copyright laws and should be notified of this
situation immediately. Signed, G.A. Alexander, Editor and Publisher, Buf^
foon Humor Newspaper. Get that off right away. Yes, Buck, is there
something I can do for you?" "No sir." "Then let's got popping. How's
that fine yellow woman of yours? Good. Good. Fine. Thank you, Buck."
"Yes sir, thank you sir."

I went back to my typewriter, satisfies that some type f action wrould
be instituted against this presumptous rittle wimp. I shrould have known
better. Weeks passed. RANDREE was strill the "Buffoon of Memphis.
Randrolf Hearst, Jr. hadn't sent the memo. I made up my mind then
and there that someday I wrould fix this guy Randree's randing gear,
for good. No branks in my pristrol, Jim. When the sucker ventures into
my sights, he's a dead Buffoon. You can take that to your favorite
Japanese hash house and buy a round of suki-aki for Birry's Rittly
Reague Team, because I mean business.
So risten, RANDREE, and risten good. You can either stop using the
word "Buffoon" in the context of your pitifrully executed radio program
by noon Friday, or I'll know the reason why. If you choose not to do
so. . . wrell, I can't be responsibrle for any "misfortune" that might befrall you or your famiry in the next thirty days. Do you know what the
weather's rike at the bottom of the Wrolf River? It's pretty ronerydown
there. Bob, and you know, a rot of bad accidents can happen to your
kids on the way home from the park. Those mowing machines can ches
up a kid and spit him out if the driver just happens to be a rittle
bit srow reacting to an emergency. Catch my drift, Mr. Buffoon?
And Bob, that wife of yours. Such a pretty young thing. Buckshot
makes such an ugry mess at cross range. And crosed casket ceremonies
are so distastefrul.
Think about it, goober. An oh, Bob, sreep wrell.

He Who Hesitates Is Lost
BROWNSVILLE,
Texas — A man who
threatened to jump
from a 100-foot water
tower here yesterday
was pulled to safety
by police after being
pelted with rocks and
bottles by a crowd of
young
college
students who had
wanted him to take
his own life.

Morris Hines, a
salesman at a local
department store,
had been despondent,
said neighbors, after
losing his wife of 24
years in an auto
accident some weeks
before.
Authorities say a
crowd of about 300
cursing,
beerdrinking
youths

began to taunt Hines
after it became ap
parent he wasn't
going to jump. When
police units arrived
on the scene, several
youths, who had been
lunching on sand
wiches and beer,
pelted the officers
with chicken bones,
rocks, bottles and
barbeque sauce.
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Brooks Memorial
Art Gallery

MISSISSIPPI
RIVER
CRAFT SHOW 1977
DEADLINE for slides of
entries, entry card and fee
is July 1.
AWARDS
total
ap
proximately $2000, in
cluding $500 Grand Prize
and special media awards.
FEE is $10 for (2) two en
tries. No artist may enter
more than two entries.
SPONSORED by the Brooks
Memorial Art Gallery
Foundation.
EXHIBITIONS
July 29-Sept. 11—Chicago
Connection
Exhibition
Paintings and Sculptures
Aug.
20-Sept.
18—Mr.
Audubon and Mr. Bein (
Smithsonian
Institution)
SUNDAY PROGRAMS
July 3—Cat Ballou, film
July 10—Museum Muppets
July 17—Song Without End,
film
July
24—Video
Tape
Program on Artists oi the
Mid-South
July
31—The
Endless
Summer, film
Aug. 7—Dad, Can I Borrow
the Car?, film; It's Tough
to be a Bird, film; Fer
dinand Roten Sale 1-5:00
p.m. Print sale, Ferdinand.
Roten Galleries, Baltimore
Aug. 14—Anne Twonible,
violin maker
Aug. 21—Put 'n' Stuf, film
Aug. 28—VidoTape Program
on Artists of the Mid-South
All programs 2:30 p.m.
Sundays and are free to the
public.

Circuit Playhouse
MAIN
STAGE: WHO'S
HAPPY NOW? by Oliver
Hailey
The story of the disin
tegration of a family.
Friday, Saturday and
Sunday evenings at 8:30
p.m. July 7-Aug. 7. Tickets
are $2.50 students, $3.50
adults. Reservations at
726-5521.

Bus. (901)522-8383

More people slept on
waterbeds last night

Playhouse
On The Square
CANDIDA will play in
repertory from May 18
through July 11, alter
nating with FALLEN
ANGELS, OF MICE AND
MEN (opening June 22)
and SCHOOL FOR WIVES
(opening July 6).
Performances at 8:00
p.m. on Sun., Wed., Thur.
and Fri. 6:30 & 10:00 p.m.
Saturday. For further
information, call the box
office at 726-4656 or write
Playhouse on the Square,
2121 Madison, Memphis,
Tennessee 38104.

Concerts
Mid-South CoBseum
June
29—EAGLES
wAndrew Gold
July 1—THE MARSHAL
TUCKER BAND w-Jerry
Jeff Walker
July 3—TED NUGENT wForeigner & Mahagony
Rush
July
26—DOOBIE
BROTHERS.

then graduated from
U.S. hicjhschools last year.
Hard to believe, isn't it? But it's true. More than 4
million people are enjoying the warmth and comfort of a
waterbed every night. In addition to the even body sup
port, with no pressure points to disturb your sleep, waterbeds come in a variety of stylish designs for everyone's
bedroom decor. Sturdy, well-constructed waterbeds
equipped with Safeway heaters give you the ultimate
in sleeping comfort. Water- /n\r\ArriA/A\/
beds are tomorrow's way to UjyoAlLWAY
sleep today.
the heater people.

•ihokvef
WATERBEDS

196 SOUTH COOPER
(901)276-5104
1855 WINCHESTER
(901) 396-8296
an authorized Safeway dealer
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Quotes Of Note
"You can lead a cat to water, but you can't keep it wet."
John Bickerson

On warm days I love to prepare potted meat and water sandwiches.
They're easy and oh soo delicious. Just spoon the contents of a 3 oz.
can of Acme Potted Meat product on your favorite slice of Wonder
Bread. Then, gently, with a butter knife, smooth on one gallon of ice
water. A nice twist, is to substitute Nine Lives instead of Acme.
Its purr-fect.

Mrs. Archduke Ferdinand

Things To Do This Month
Raise your skirt. Look For James Earl Ray. Show the cat who's
boss. Read Candy, pages 77 thru 80. Bring animal to church.

• • •
Looking Back

1898
1882
1902
1952

-

The Great Peter of Russia (Vladimir Schlongovitch)
Young Marquis De Sade first punished.
Italy declares war on self.
First sausage sit in Tyler, Idaho

• • •

In Philwood, Tn, in July of 1939, Jacob Smith, Jr. gunned down three
cows, seventeen dogs and one cat, complaining as to how the cat
he was .trying to shoot kept hiding behind the other animals. Smythe
was then congratulated on his name change and his stick to it-ness.
"Eat some turnip i i cream and you will not perish from this earth."
St. Lawrence Seaway

10% OFF
On All Cut-Outs Upon Presentation Of This Ad.
LP's Like
TODD RUNGREN-Utopia Live
GENESIS-Foxtrot
GENESIS-Nursery Crimes
BEATLES-Let It Be
ROXY MUSIC—Siren

$299

Now, E
Belief
Music for
YOU...

$199
$]99
$299
$299

Huge Selection Of These Titles Plus Many More.
- Coupon valid through Aug. 1 •

HIGH
COTTON
memphis' premier
rock n' roll club
201 S. Cooper

520 S. Highland
MEMPHIS' ONLY PERSONAL RECORD STORE

Memphis

*•
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Impoverished, Man Leaves Bitter Legacy
GLENDALE, Ohio - Mike Ful
ler spent the last twenty years
of his life rummaging through
trash cans for food, living in a
makeshift cardboard hut be
neath a bridge and wearing
clothes he made himself from
old bits of rag. Mike Fuller
looked as though he didn't
have a penny to his name.
But, when he died recently in
a Cleveland hospital at age
67, he left an estate worth
absolutely nothing.
His amazing story was told
to the news media by neigh
bors, many of whom were un
derstandably bitter upon learn
ing the estimated worth of the
old man's estate. "He was a
real bum," said Cecil Matthews,
Vice-President of the First 0hio National Bank in Glendale!
"From his outward appearance
this old geezer looked as if
he couldn't even afford the
price of a cup of coffee. The
ironic thing is, that he really
couldn't!" Matthews went on
to say, "I'm sure we've all
read in these magazines about
the eccentric old recluse who
lives in filth his whole life and
then, presto! He dies and
leaves a couple of mil to a
few good Samaritans, maybe
a deserving charity or a fa
vorite financial institution. But
this joker didn't leave a dime,
not one red cent. Disappoin
ted? Sure, the bank is dis
appointed. We all are. We just

got taken in, that's all there
is to it.
The news of Fuller's finan
cial status spread like wildfire
through this Cleveland suburb,
causing consternation among
many residents who had be
friended the hermit in hopes
of reaping a sizable financiai
return on their good deeds,
once the old man passed away. There were even rumors
in town that Fuller had been
poisoned by a Glendale resi

any cash money or a stock
certificate of some kind. The
ole goat really put one over
on us; he had everybody in
town thinking they'd get a lit
tle nest egg when he croaked.
I guess we were wrong.
The bulk of Fuller's estate,
which was estimated at abso
lutely zero, went to the Ameri
can Cancer Research Institute,
one of the old man's favorite
charities. "It's incredible," mused
Daniel Gerger, spokesman for

Eccentric Old Man Uved Like A Pauper:
But When He Died, He
Left An Estate Worth
Absolutely Nothing!
dent bent upon determining
the extent of the old man's
riches.
"If I had known he was real
ly broke," said Etta Barksdale,
owner of the Golden Griddle
Cafe on South Main Street,
"I would have kicked his butt
a long time ago. He used
to come around to the kitchen
door every afternoon, like clock
work, looking for an old crust
of pizza, a piece of minute
steak or something. Sometimes
I would give him some meat
that had gone bad, or a piece
of day-old bread. Always wore
the same old smelly raincoat
and that pair of blue trousers.
It's really hard to believe he
died and didn't leave anybody

the Institute, "here's a guy
who spent his last years with
no friends, no family, no hope,
and yet he had the audacity
to leave our organization ab
solutely nothing. Not one pen
ny, zilch, double-ought, noth
ing. This is not the way this
story is supposed to end. We
didn't even have the courtesy
to donate his internal organs
for research. Excuse me if I
sound bitter, but his old bas
tard had everyone here at the
Institute sold on the prospect
of a big windfall when he
went to collect his big reward.
To tell you the truth, cheap
tricks like that just chap my
Fuller was buried yesterday in

a plain pine box paid for by
an anonymous benefactor who
explained it this way. "Shoot,
I felt sorry for Mike, living
like he did. But if my neigh
bors heard me say that, they'd
probably run me out of town
on a rail. It goes to show you
that most people are just put
for the old number one. They
didn't care two cents about

old Mike, just some money
they thought he might have
stored away in his shanty. At
least now he won't have to
put up with all their phony
smiles and cheap hand-outs."
Fuller's friend said that, when
he had enough money saved
up, he would have a simple
headstone erected on the site
of the unmarked grave.

Irate Minister
Attacks Motorist
MEMPHIS,TN - Clifford Terry
44, was a sadder but wiser
man today after an incident
in which he and three mem
bers of his family were se
verely beaten by a club-wield
ing Baptist preacher from Bells,
Tennessee.
Witnesses report that Terry,
who was driving north on
Jackson Avenue, began honk
ing at the vehicle in front of
him at the intersection of Jack
son and Stage Rd. The car,
driven by Charies Ferguson,
assistant pastor at the Plainview Baptist Church in Browns
ville, came to an abrupt stop
at a traffic signal at Frayser
Blvd. At this point, Rev. Fer
guson jumped out of his car
carrying a baseball bat, pulled
Terry out of the driver's seat

and proceeded to administer
blows to the head of the sur
prised motorist.
When police arrived at the
scent, the victim's wife and
two children, aged 8 and 10,
were trying frantically to shield
Terry from his assailant's blows.
Rev. Ferguson was immedia
tely disarmed and placed un
der arrest.
According to Mrs. Terry,
her husband had begun honk
ing his horn in response to
a bumper message on the
back of the Ferguson vehicle
which urged other motorists
to "Honk if You Love Jesus."
Ferguson, meahwhile, was out
on bail pending his arraign
ment on assault and battery
charges.
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